Density functional theory is used to study monomeric vanadium oxide clusters formed by exposing to oxygen a rutile TiO2(110) surface on which vanadium atoms have been preadsorbed.
Introduction
Submonolayers of vanadium oxide supported on another oxide are good catalysts for several partial oxidation reactions and their properties have been examined in several recent review articles. [1] [2] [3] There is strong evidence that catalytic chemistry of vanadium oxide supported on an oxide is most useful when the VOx coverage is less or equal to a monolayer. 1-3, 4 , 5-12 The chemistry of such supported VOx clusters has been examined in a large number of computational studies. [13] [14] [15] [16] [17] [18] [19] [20] [21] [22] [23] [24] [25] [26] In this paper we are concerned with monomeric VOx supported on rutile TiO2(110).
We have chosen to study a TiO2 support because VOx/TiO2 is an industrially important catalyst, 3 its structure can be imaged by STM, [4] [5] [6] [7] [8] [9] [10] and experiments with mass selected clusters have been performed. [9] [10] The quality and the quantity of the information we have for this system is better than for any other support.
The notation VOx indicates a vanadium oxide cluster formed by adding x oxygen atoms to a vanadium atom adsorbed on TiO2. Since the VOx species considered here are adsorbed on the TiO2 support, the vanadium atom in the cluster also makes bonds with oxygen atoms from the surface of the support; these oxygen atoms are not included in the symbol VOx.
In this article we examine a number of systems which are described schematically in Figure 1 . Some systems are studied here for the first time and some repeat previous calculations to ensure that they can be compared to the new ones. In this figure the light-blue area represents the support and the dotted vertical lines are the borders of the supercells used in the calculations.
We have used two supercells chosen so that one is twice as large as the other. The vertical lines are meant to indicate whether a calculation was performed with the smaller supercell or the larger one. Each panel in the figure shows several periodic replicas of each supercell. The supercells shown schematically in Figure 1a and 1c contain only one VOx cluster per supercell 4 and such system will be denoted (VOx) in what follows. These are the systems studied in all previous calculations. [13] [14] [15] [16] [17] [18] [19] [20] [21] [22] [23] [24] [25] [26] Because of the periodic boundary conditions, each VOx cluster in these calculations is identical to its periodic image. In the other systems in the figure (Figure 1b Figure 1 , so that their energies can be compared to each other to determine their stability. The stability is decided based on the formation energy (defined in Section 2) of each structure.
It was shown in previous work, [27] [28] [29] [30] [31] [32] [33] [34] [35] [36] [37] [38] [39] [40] [41] [42] [43] [44] [45] [46] on a variety of systems, that two species in the same supercell may exchange electrons with each other and that this electron exchange has a strong influence on the binding energy to the surface and on the choice of binding sites. Charge exchange may occur even if the two species consist of the same atoms. For example, if two H atoms are adsorbed on La2O3, one will bind to La to form a hydride and the other to oxygen to form a hydroxyl; the charge transfer from the hydroxyl to the hydride stabilizes this particular structure as compared to both H atoms binding to surface oxygen or both binding to the La atoms. 35 These observations have been generalized as propensity rules 44, 47 that assert that two molecules coadsorbed on an oxide surface bind more strongly to the surface if one of them donates electrons (is a Lewis base) and the other accepts electrons (is a Lewis acid). The tendency to form a Lewis acid-base pair also affects the binding sites: the adsorbates will bind to sites that allow them to exchange electrons. If we apply these rules to the (VOx, VOy) system, we expect that for some values of x and y the two-cluster system is stabilized by becoming a Lewis acid-base pair: one cluster donates electron charge to the other. This expectation is the main reason for studying the (VOx, VOy) system and for comparing its energy to the energy of 5 (VOx) plus the energy of (VOy). If the two clusters in the large supercell do not interact, these two energies will be equal or very close to each other. Figure 1 shows a schematic representation of the vanadium oxide systems whose energy was calculated and we will now discuss each panel. In Figure 1a there is one VO2 cluster per supercell, so all VO2 clusters are identical; in particular, no charge transfer between them is possible. The system described by Figure 1b was investigated to determine whether two VO2
clusters in the same supercell will exchange electronic charge to lower their energy. We found no charge exchange and the formation energy of the structure in Figure 1b (which is (VO2,VO2))
is twice as large than that of (VO2) (Figure 1a) . In other words, the energy per vanadium atom in these two calculations is the same, which means that there is no interaction between two VO2
clusters located in the same large supercell. The same conclusion is reached from calculations of the formation energies of the systems described by Figures 1c and 1d ; the VO3 clusters that coexist in the same supercell do not exchange charge with each other. So far it appears that using two clusters in the same unit cell provides no benefit: the energy is twice that of a system that has one cluster in the supercell.
The situation is different when one considers systems of the type described by Figure 1e , in which the number of oxygen atoms in the two clusters contained in the same supercell is different. A particular case of this situation is shown in Figure 1f in which VO2 and VO3 are present in the same supercell. One would expect that the formation energy E1f of the system in Figure 1f is roughly the same as the formation energy E1a of the system in Figure 1a plus the formation energy E1c of the system shown in Figure 1c . The calculations presented here show that this is not the case. Instead, we find that E1f << E1a + E1c . 6 The fact that E1f is much lower than the "sum of the parts" is consistent with the rules proposed in previous work, [43] [44] 47 which state that coadsorbed molecules will lower their energy if one of them can function as a Lewis base (electron donor) and the other as a Lewis acid (electron acceptor). In the case of (VO2, VO3) shown in Figure 1f , the electron charge on VO2 is less than the electron charge on the VO2 structure in (VO2, VO2). The electron charge missing from VO2 is located mostly on VO3 (which is more negative in (VO2, VO3) than in (VO3, VO3)).
This is why we use for the system shown in Figure 1f the notation (VO3 − , VO2 + ). A similar situation is shown in Figure 1g , where the two clusters have the same stoichiometry as in Figure   1f (they both have three oxygen atoms per vanadium) but have different geometry (the two clusters are isomers). One structure, which we denote OV(O2), contains a peroxide group and the other is a VO3 cluster. Our calculations show that OV(O2) is a Lewis base and VO3 is a Lewis acid. The energy of formation of this pair is comparable to that of (VO3 − , VO2 + ). The essential difference between the systems in Figure 1f and 1g, which are the systems having the highest stability (the clusters have the highest binding energy to the oxide), and all other systems studied here is that they form an acid-base pair. What are the consequences of these findings? In previous work the energies and the vibrational frequencies of the VO2 and VO3 clusters described by Figure 1a and 1c were calculated and used to estimate the free energies of the two systems. The thermodynamic equilibrium conditions were then used to calculate the coverage of VO2 and VO3 when the TiO2 surface having V atoms adsorbed on it is in thermodynamic equilibrium with gaseous oxygen, at a given temperature and partial pressure. This, in turn, was used to propose the redox couple for oxidation reactions catalyzed by supported vanadium clusters: VO3 was the oxidant and VO2 the reduced species. An implicit assumption in these calculations was that the binding energy of VO2 to the surface is not affected by the presence of VO3 and vice-versa. In this article we show that this assumption, which was made because of the need to use a small supercell which could accommodate only one cluster, is not correct.
Our calculations imply that if one prepares VOx by oxidizing vanadium atoms adsorbed on the surface of the stoichiometric support, the result is likely to be a mixture of VO2 and VO3, or a mixture of OV(O2) and VO3 . They also imply that if mass-selected VO2 clusters are deposited on stoichiometric rutile TiO2(110) and then exposed to oxygen, the result would be a mixture of VO2 and VO3 or OV(O2) and VO3 and not a surface covered exclusively with VO3.
The fact that not all VO2 clusters will be oxidized to VO3 is not a kinetic effect (due to a short exposure time to oxygen) but a thermodynamic limitation.
In the last part of this article, we consider adsorption of ½H2 in order to assess the reactivity of the clusters shown in Figure 1 . that while a formal charge assignment based on Bader charge is less convincing, it is always consistent with that based on spin-density difference. Bader charges and spin-density differences for the V atoms are included in Table S1 in Supporting Information.
To determine the relative stability of various systems we use the formation energies defined below. In the case when there are two clusters in a supercell the formation energy of a specific system is the energy of the reaction eq 1.
The notation (VOx,VOy) indicates that there are two clusters in the supercell and one is VOx and the other is VOy. In all cases the clusters are spatially separated and are distinct from V2Ox+y.
The energy of this reaction defines the energy of formation of (VOx,VOy). The reaction (eq 1) was chosen so that the systems we plan to compare have the same number of atoms and their energy is always referenced to the left-hand side of eq 1. The energy of formation contains the 11 energy of the species 2V. Because 2V appears in every reaction studied here, the energy of 2V is irrelevant when two formation energies are compared (which is what we do here). The energy of 2V in the present calculations is the energy to remove two V atoms from vanadium metal. These formation energies (i.e. the energies of the reaction eq 1) for different values of x and y, are used to estimate the formation free energies. These allow us to determine which of the systems shown in Figure 1 is most stable.
For the systems using the smaller supercell we calculate the energy of the reaction eq 2.
The notation (VOx) indicates that the supercell contains only one VOx cluster. In the calculations using the smaller supercell, it is not possible to examine the interaction between clusters because they are periodically repeated and therefore are forced to be identical from one supercell to another. Previous calculations on the (VOx)/TiO2(110) system have all used this type of calculation (one cluster per supercell).
Structure, formation energy, and density of states of (VOx, VOy)
In this section we examine the structures, the formation energies, and the projected density of states (PDOS) of various pairs of vanadium oxide clusters: (VO2, VO2), (VO3, VO3),
, and (VO3 − , OV(O2) + ). The unit cell in these calculations is twice as large as the one used to calculate the properties of (VO2) and (VO3). The surface concentration of the vanadium oxide clusters is the same in the two kinds of calculations. 
Properties of (VO2, VO2
). The structure of the (VO2, VO2) system, shown schematically in Figure 1b , is shown in detail in Figure 2a . Two VO2 clusters are present in the supercell. The vanadium atoms are magenta and the two oxygen atoms that each vanadium atom acquired from the gas phase (when the system was prepared) are yellow. Each "yellow oxygen atom" is bonded to vanadium and to a 5c-Ti atom. The structure is consistent with the STM images of mass-selected VO2 clusters obtained by Price et al. 10 There is no vanadyl group in this structure (the vanadyl is a V=O group in which the oxygen is double bonded and single coordinated to a V atom). This conclusion can be tested, in principle, by Raman spectroscopy.
The formation energy of (VO2, VO2) is -13.05 eV (the formation energies for all systems studied here are given in Table 1 ). This is equal to the energy of formation of two VO2 clusters in (VO2) (which is shown schematically in Figure 1a ). Because the supercell used for (VO2, VO2) is twice as large as the one used for (VO2), the vanadium concentration in the two systems is the same. The fact that the formation energy of (VO2, VO2) is equal to twice the formation energy of (VO2) indicates that there is no interaction and no charge transfer between the two VO2 clusters present in the same supercell. This means that, for this particular example, there is 13 nothing to gain by doubling the supercell and the previous calculations using the scheme in Figure 1a are as accurate as the ones using the scheme in Figure 1b . However, this is not going to be the case when one studies reactions, where charge transfer between clusters occurs.
The Bader charge and the spin-density difference (Table S1 in Supporting Information) of the vanadium atoms marked α and β in Figure 2a indicate that they have a formal charge of (4+), which matches the formal charge of 2-for the O atoms in the cluster. The projected density of states (PDOS) for (VO2, VO2) shows that two electrons (one on each vanadium atom) reside in orbitals whose energy is at the top of the valence band ( Figure 2b ). These are the two electrons that make the vanadium atoms have formal charge 4+ (instead of the more common 5+). They also suggest that VO2 is likely to be an electron donor (Lewis base) if it is paired up with an adsorbate that can be an electron acceptor.
In this article we use PDOS for a qualitative examination of the difference between the HOMOs and the LUMOs of various systems. The energy of these orbitals is referenced with respect to the energy of the Ti 3s core states. (h) The PDOS of (VO3 − , OV(O2) + ). The formal charges of the V atoms (obtained from Bader charge and spin-density difference analysis and shown in Table S1 ) are indicated by V 4+ or V 5+ .
V atoms are marked α and β and O atoms in (c) and (g) are marked ν, τ and γ, δ to identify states localized on these atoms in the PDOS plots. The PDOS is plotted around the Fermi level (ϵF), and the plots are aligned by matching the position of Ti 3s core states (0 eV). Properties of (VO3,VO3). The structure of (VO3,VO3) is shown in Figure 2c and schematically in Figure 1d . The V atoms are magenta, the oxygen atoms bound to V and originating from the gas (when the cluster was prepare by oxidizing adsorbed V) are yellow.
The vanadium atom makes "bonds" with the three oxygen atoms from the gas and with two bridging oxygen atoms from the surface. The vanadium atom and the five oxygens to which it is bonded form a square pyramid, which is a common binding motif in vanadium-oxygen compounds including bulk V2O5. 63 One of the oxygen atoms in the VO3 cluster (the one sticking up) belongs to a vanadyl (V=O). This is easily identified because the oxygen-vanadium bond is shorter and contributes a higher frequency mode to the vibrational spectrum of the cluster (see the calculated vibrational frequencies in Table S2 in Supporting Information). The other two oxygen atoms in the cluster bridge the V atom with the 5c-Ti atoms. The formation energy of (VO3, VO3) is -14.12 eV, which is lower than the energy of formation of (VO2, VO2). This is consistent with the known preference of vanadium atoms to have a square pyramid coordination, which is achieved in (VO3, VO3).
The formation energy of (VO3,VO3) is twice the formation energy of (VO3), which indicates that there is no difference between a calculation using the scheme shown in Figure 1c and the one shown in Figure 1d : the energy per vanadium cluster is the same. The VO3 clusters in the large supercell (which contains two VO3 clusters) have a chance to exchange charge but they do not exchange charge. The vanadium atoms in them have identical Bader charges and the spin-density difference on them is very small (within the error of calculation it is equal to zero (Table S1) ). Based on this, we assign a formal charge of 5+ to each vanadium atom. , but this provides the added O atom with only one electron instead of two. The support cannot provide the needed electron and therefore there is an electron deficit in the cluster, which suggests that this cluster is a Lewis acid. This is also suggested by the PDOS in Figure 2d which shows the presence of two orbitals above and near the Fermi level. 26 They are localized on the two oxygen atoms (ν and τ on one cluster and γ and δ on the other, in Figure 2c ). These empty orbitals are likely electron acceptors, which again suggest that this cluster is a Lewis acid.
Crudely one could think of VO3 as having too much oxygen or equivalently, as having an electron deficit as far as the oxygen atoms are concerned.
3.4.
Properties of (VO3 − , VO2 + ). The structure of a system containing a VO2 cluster and a VO3
cluster in the same supercell is shown in Figure 2e and was shown schematically in Figure 1f .
We use the notation (VO3 − , VO2 + ) for this system to emphasize the fact that the VO2 cluster donates an electron to VO3 and therefore the coadsorption of these two clusters benefits from an energy lowering due to an acid-base interaction. This charge transfer takes place "spontaneously": we did nothing to force the clusters into this state other than optimize their geometry. Because of the charge transfer, both V atoms have 5+ formal charges. If VO2 and VO3 did not interact, the energy would be half of that of (VO2,VO2) plus half that of (VO3,VO3).
Using the energies given in Figure 2 VO3, VO3) ). This is because an electron has moved from VO2 to fill an empty state in VO3.
Properties of (VO3 − , OV(O2) + )
. This system is shown schematically in Figure 1g and in detail in Figure 2g . The notation (VO3 − , OV(O2) + ) is used because we find that the VO3 cluster gains electronic charge spontaneously (i.e. we did nothing to cause charge exchange, except vary the geometry to find the minimum energy). (VO3 − , OV(O2) + ) has the same number of atoms as (VO3, VO3), but two oxygen atoms (marked ν, τ in Figure 2g ) form a peroxide group which explains why the notation OV(O2) + is used (the O2 is a peroxide whose formal charge is O2 configuration has a formation energy of -15.12 eV and is therefore the most stable configuration considered in Figure 2 , as far as the formation energy is concerned. The PDOS of (VO3 − , OV(O2) + ) is shown in Figure 2h and is similar to the PDOS of (VO3 − , VO2 surface, exposing them to oxygen at a given pressure and temperature, and allowing the system to reach thermodynamic equilibrium. We can then use a combination of thermodynamics and statistical mechanics to determine which clusters will be present on the surface. This is particularly important because the calculated formation energies for (VO3 − , VO2 + ) and (VO3 − , OV(O2) + ) are so close to each other (the energy difference is -0.22 eV) that it is not safe to decide which clusters are formed based on energy alone. Given that energy disfavors strongly all systems except (VO3 − , VO2 + ) and (VO3 − , OV(O2) + ), we only study the equilibrium composition for the reaction eq 3.
For this purpose we have calculated the vibrational spectrum of the systems in question, where the Hessian matrix is obtained by a finite difference approximation and only the vanadium atoms and the oxygen atoms bounded to vanadium are allowed to vibrate. The vibrational frequencies are given in Table S2 in Supporting Information. To calculate the configuration entropy we use the ideal lattice-gas model for the clusters: the ratio between the two cluster concentrations (surface coverages) is given by eq 4.
∆G° is the standard free energy of the reaction
and ∆H 0 is the reaction enthalpy Table S3 in Supplementary Information.
We find that when the partial pressure of O2 is 1 atm the surface is covered with (VO3 − , OV(O2) + ) at temperatures below ~200 K. Above this temperature, the coverage switches to mostly (VO3 − , VO2 + ). Therefore, the system having higher energy becomes more stable due to the entropy. Lower O2 partial pressure will favor (VO3 − , VO2 + ) + ½O2 even further. These 22 considerations suggest that (VO3 − , VO2 + ) will be mostly present under reaction conditions that use temperatures higher than 200 K.
Can Ti 4+ act as a Lewis acid to counteract the effect of VO3?
It is well known that Ti atoms in TiO2 act as Lewis acids when a Lewis base is adsorbed on the surface. For example, adsorbing hydrogen transfers one electron to form a polaron [69] [70] [71] in which Ti has formal charge Ti 3+ and the oxygen atoms surrounding the reduced titanium atom are slightly distorted from the position they had when Ti had formal charge 4+. Figure 3 shows the structure of VO2 before (Figure 3a ) and after ( Figure 3b ) polaron formation. The position of the polaron is shown by a green sphere.
After the electron transfer takes place, the VO2 cluster changes structure: one oxygen atom that bridged V with a 5c-Ti, prior to polaron formation and cluster ionization afterwards forms a vanadyl group. The formal charge of the V atom changes from 4+ to 5+. The energy of this process will depend on the position of the polaron 41 and we have not investigated all possible positions. The fact that the process is uphill signifies that the VO2-Ti 4+ pair is a weak acid-base pair. As we have pointed out, if VO2 and VO3 coexist in the supercell, the charge transfer (VO2, VO3) → (VO2 + , VO3 − ) lowers the energy substantially, which indicates that the two clusters form a strong acid-base pair. We conclude that VO3 is a much stronger acid than Ti
4+
.
These findings suggest that if a strong base is adsorbed on a site of the TiO2 surface, in the (VO2, VO3) system, it is likely that the base will donate electrons to VO3 and that VO2 will stay neutral. Therefore, we anticipate that strong bases, such as H, CH3, oxygen vacancies, and alkali metals, will affect strongly the (VO2, VO3) system, will charge VO3 negatively, and will prevent VO2 from donating an electron. 24 Figure 3: Side view and top view of (a) (VO2, Ti 4+ ) and (b) (VO2 + , Ti 3+ ) where an electron has been transferred to a 5c-Ti reducing it to (3+). The electron transfer has an energy cost of +0.76 eV and causes a structural rearrangement of the VO2 + cluster.
Reactivity of (VOx, VOy) clusters: reaction with a hydrogen atom
It is fairly common to use the binding energy of a hydrogen atom to an oxygen atom of the oxide surface, as a descriptor of the ability of an oxide to break the C-H bond; the stronger the bond of H with the oxide, the lower the activation energy for the dissociative adsorption of methane. This rule, for the reaction of methane with small oxide clusters, seems to have been proposed by Sauer in a chapter of a book edited by Morokuma and Musaev 74 and in later papers. [75] [76] Later, we made the same suggestion 77 based on the fact that the reaction path of methane on oxide surfaces shows that the early, abrupt rise in the energy along the reaction path is due to the abstraction of the hydrogen. 25 In this section we describe the results of our calculations of the adsorption energy of a H atom to the clusters studied here. The hydrogen atom could bind to the TiO2 support or to a vanadium oxide cluster. We find that for all system considered here, hydrogen binds to an oxygen atom of the vanadium cluster.
5.1.
Reaction between (VO2, VO2) and ½H2. We consider first ½H2 adsorption on (VO2, VO2) and have calculated that the energy of reaction eq 7 is -1.17 eV. The negative sign indicates that the energy of the final state is lower than that of the initial state (the hydrogenation of the cluster is exoergic).
The structure of (VO2H, VO2) is shown in Figure 4a . The hydrogen atom is cyan. Forming the H-O bond does not cause a substantial distortion of the cluster. H is an electron donor and its electron is donated to the V atom in VO2H to give it the formal charge 3+.
The PDOS for (VO2H, VO2) is shown in Figure 4b . By comparing Figure 4b and Figure   2b (which gives the PDOS for the system prior to ½H2 adsorption), we see that the addition of the H atom creates an additional filled orbital localized on the V 3+ atom in the VO2H cluster.
The presence of this new state does not markedly change the orbital energy of the electron that was already localized on the V atom prior to ½H2 adsorption. The two electrons localized on V 3+ , in the VO2H cluster, have the same spin orientation (formally the state is a triplet) in accordance with Hund's rule. The energy of the electronic configuration in which the spins of these two electrons have opposite direction (a singlet) is higher by 0.46 eV than that of the triplet ( Figure S3 in Supporting Information). The occupied orbital, located on the vanadium atom in the VO2 cluster (cyan in Figure 2b ), has not been affected by the fact that a H atom has bonded to 26 the other VO2 cluster to form VO2H. This suggests, again, that the two VO2 clusters located in the same supercell do not communicate with each other.
We compare now the energy of reaction eq 7 with the energy of the reaction in which a hydrogen atom is adsorbed on VO2 in a small supercell (the system shown schematically in Figure 1a ). The energy of the reaction
is -1.17 eV, which is equal to that of reaction eq 7 (see also Table 1 ). We conclude that (VO2) and (VO2, VO2) have the same structural and chemical properties. Therefore using a larger supercell, with two VO2 clusters in it, is not necessary for this particular system. 
5.2.
Reaction between (VO3, VO3) and ½H2. Figure 4c shows the structure of (VO3, VO3H), which is formed by the reaction between ½H2 and (VO3,VO3) (eq 9).
½H2 + (VO3, VO3) → (VO3H, VO3)
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As in the case of (VO2H, VO2), the adsorption of H causes no large structural change in the cluster. However, the density of states changes substantially (Figure 4d) , as compared to that of (VO3, VO3). H donates an electron and as a result, one of the LUMOs seen in Figure 2d disappears. This happens without forming a localized HOMO; the electron donated by H is spread among the oxygen atoms. This is clearly displayed when we compare the PDOS in Figure 4d to the one in Figure 2d . In the absence of H, the system has an additional empty orbital localized on oxygen and this orbital disappears when H is adsorbed. Furthermore, the orbital that disappeared was localized on the oxygen atoms in the cluster that has bonded the H atom. It is very curious that this electron is not used by the system to reduce the vanadium atom:
both V atoms have formal charge 5+, as they had before H adsorption. This happens because there is "too much oxygen" in the VO3 cluster and there are not enough electrons to "satisfy the needs" of these oxygen atoms.
The energy of the reaction eq 9 is -2.56 eV. This is much larger than the energy produced when H binds to (VO2, VO2), which is consistent with the Lewis acid-base rules. (VO3, VO3) has a deficit of electrons and it is therefore a Lewis acid which will react strongly with H (which is a Lewis base). The fact that the electron provided by H went to the oxygen atoms rather than to V 5+ indicates that the group of oxygens in VO3 is a stronger acid than V.
As shown in Table 1 
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The results of the formation reactions (eq 1) and the hydrogenation reactions are summarized by the diagram shown in Figure 5 . To compare the reactions, we have defined the reaction energies to have a common reference, namely 3O2(g) + ½H2(g) + 2V + TiO2(110). The horizontal bars at the left side of the figure correspond to the formation energies reported in Figure 2 ; the bars on the right side are the energies of the systems after hydrogenation. Figure 5 shows that the more stable clusters, i. 
Relation to experiments. It would be difficult to test by experiments the predictions made
here because the present calculations were performed on stoichiometric TiO2 surfaces. The TiO2(110) surfaces prepared in ultra-high vacuum are known to have oxygen vacancies. We have hinted in this article that vacancies, which are strong Lewis bases, are likely to affect the acid-base chemistry of the cluster pairs. In principle one could attempt to prepare vacancy-free surfaces by exposure to oxygen at appropriate temperature. However this process is difficult to control.
(1) When exposed to oxygen, the vacancies bind one oxygen atom and form another oxygen adatom on the 5c-Ti. This adatom is very reactive and a strong acid and therefore it is likely to affect the chemistry of the surface. The vacancies in the second layer may or may not be annihilated by exposure to oxygen. If they are present they will affect the acid-base chemistry. (2) TiO2 contains interstitial Ti atoms, 78 which are strong electron donors and which migrate to the surface when the oxide is exposed to oxygen when attempting to remove oxygen vacancies from the surface. All in all, a stoichiometric surface without vacancies in the second or third layer will be very difficult to prepare and its preparation would be difficult to confirm with certainty.
Assuming that somehow a stoichiometric TiO2 sample has been prepared, we predict that if V atoms are deposited on the surface and oxidized, the surface will consist of VO2 and VO3 in roughly equal numbers. This prediction can be tested by STM. We also predict that if mass-32 selected VO2 clusters are deposited on a stoichiometric TiO2 surface and then are exposed to oxygen, only about half of the clusters will be converted to VO3.
In this paper we have only considered the stability of monomeric vanadium oxide clusters, but at sufficiently high temperature the clusters may become mobile and form bigger clusters. 6, 26 Calculations show that V2O5 is more stable than (VO3 − , VO2 + ). Therefore, experiments with isolated clusters need to be conducted under conditions that ensure that their mobility along the surface is low.
Summary
Prior computational work on the properties of supported VOx clusters has used one vanadium atom per supercell. The periodic boundary conditions force all clusters to be identical:
in particular, this means that they cannot interact with each other by charge exchange. The main goal of the present study has been to show that in some cases the acid-base interaction between clusters can be important and that in these cases one must use a supercell that contains two clusters. To demonstrate this we performed two kinds of calculations. In one kind each supercell contained one VOx cluster, with x being either 2 or 3. In another kind, the supercell size was doubled and contained two monomeric clusters, VOx and VOy, with the pairs {x,y} having one of the values {2,2},{3,3}, or {2,3}. The sizes of the two kinds of supercells were selected so that in all calculations the concentration of V atoms on the surface was the same. The two clusters contained in the large supercell were placed as far as possible from each other to eliminate interactions due to the strain induced in the support by the clusters. We found that for (VO2, VO2) and (VO3, VO3), there is essentially no difference between the predictions of the calculations performed with one VOx in a small supercell and the predictions of calculations in 33 which two VOx are located in a supercell that was twice as large. This means that there is no acid-base interaction between the clusters in (VO2, VO2) and (VO3, VO3). The situation is dramatically different when the large supercell contains a VO2 and a VO3 cluster. In this case we found that VO2 donates an electron to VO3 and this acid-base interaction stabilizes the system so that its energy of formation is much lower (more negative) than the binding energy of VO3 alone plus the binding energy of VO2 alone. A similar acid-base interaction was found in (VO3 − , OV(O2) + ).
Thermodynamic calculations predicted that if a stoichiometric TiO2 surface, on which isolated V atoms were adsorbed, is exposed to oxygen at pressure of 1 atm and temperature above 200 K, the surface will be covered with VO2 + and VO3 − in roughly equal amounts.
We have also studied the energetics of the reaction of hydrogenation as a test of the reactivity of the clusters. We have found that hydrogen prefers to bind to the vanadium clusters . If the Brønstead-Evans-Polanyi relation is valid, then the activation energy of (VO3,VO3) + ½H2 → (VO3, VO3H) will be smaller than that of (VO3 − , OV(O2) + ) + ½H2 → (VO3, VO3H). The rate of a reaction is the rate constant multiplied with the probability that the initial state is present in the system. In the case of (VO3,VO3) + ½H2 → (VO3, VO3H), the probability that (VO3,VO3) is present is low, but the rate constant is likely to be higher than in the hydrogenation of (VO3 − , OV(O2) + ). It follows that, in general, one cannot assume a priori that the products are always formed from the reactants that have the lowest energy. While this conclusion is speculative, it warns that when studying reaction mechanisms one should consider the reactivity of some of the higher-energy configurations of the reactants. 34 We emphasize that we are not speaking of electronically excited states but of various isomers of the reactants in the electronic ground state.
We know that the Ti 4+ ions in the TiO2 support are acid and worried that they may compete with VO3 for the electron donated by VO2. We found that this is not the case: VO3 is a much stronger acid than Ti
4+
. This paper has investigated only the interaction between two vanadium oxide clusters supported on TiO2(110). Given the large number of examples of the strong effect of the acidbase interaction, it is reasonable to expect that this effect exist on other oxide supports. 
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